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Since the  rst EDG meeting the City has 
adopted new Uptown Neighborhood Design Guidelines. These guidelines have been updated to 
incorporate the new guidelines.

The Roy Street overall mass is divided  into three or more parts with a middle 
providing a strong street level focus and connection to the street. The residential levels are lifted 
and the street level retail is set back to form a widened sidewalk. The retail level is then broken 
into 30-60’ individual storefronts.

The urban characteristic of the Roy Street facades will turn the corner and begin to 
transition to a modulated, smaller residential scale faced for the adjacent low rise zone. The North 
facade will be o  set from the property line, will be modulated, and reduce in height when possible.

Various means of setback on the North side of the building will be studied as well as 
incorporating modulation along 1st. and Warren.

The proposed schemes provide strong corners and meet the street.  Retail spaces 
are located at the corners with highly transparent storefronts, overhead weather protection and 
engage the street.

 An open space plaza, and/or a widened sidewalk will be located on Roy Street where 
it can best contribute to adjacent surrounding open spaces and where it can best be used .

Each design scheme provides a public plaza or area of widened sidewalk that is 
supported by retail. Soft edges will provide sub-space smaller public spaces that compliment the 
larger plaza.

The project site is a full block width and requires a proportional large scale plaza. The 
plaza is supported by retail and therefore does not interrupt the retail continuity proposed for the 
full length of Roy St.

The entire site length of Roy Street is a widened to engage retail frontages and open 
space plaza and courtyards. These open spaces are supported by small scale retail, enhanced 
landscape and hardscape, artwork and public and resident activities along the entire block from 
1st. to Warren.

The openspace plaza and courtyards encourage outdoor dining and seating 
opportunities.

An art centerpiece has been incorporated into the design of the courtyard / plaza 
openspace.



The proposed driveway and loading access is on Warren St. This street has a large 
ROW dimension from back of curb to the property line due to the overhead power lines. This 
has the sidewalk set approximately 7’ further from the property line or approximately 11’ from the 
property line in total. This distance allows generous sight triangles from the garage entrance for 
safe conditions at this vehicular entry point.

Response: The proposed schemes explore various ways to break down the perceived mass 
through larger massing moves, as well as secondary elements such as balconies, canopies, 
building cantilevers, roof line modulation and details to create a comfortable pedestrian scale at 
the streetscape and transition to the adjacent LR zone.

Response: The proposed schemes explore a modern urban scaled design combined with a 
pedestrian scaled, active lively and unique street frontage experience

Response: The proposed materials will be selected for both their quality and durability. Special 
attention to detail and interest will be provided at the pedestrian level.  

The block wide retail along Roy St. is divided into separate retail spaces. A shaped 
storefront of a alternating di  erent storefront designs assure that the retail experience along Roy 
St. will have variety. A stepped podium will provide series level outdoor spaces for each of these 
retail spaces, with direct accessed from grade.

Response: The block wide retail along Roy St. is divided into separate retail spaces. A shaped 
storefront of a alternating di  erent storefront designs assure that the retail experience along Roy 
St. will have variety.

Response: The proposed schemes explore a variety of ways to create overhead weather 
protection as well as pedestrian scale including canopies, trellises and cantilevered building 
above.







Note that the Uptown Neighborhood Design Guidelines have been revised since  rst 
EDG meeting.  EDG guidance which is no longer included in the guidelines have been 
noted as not applicable (N/A)











SITE PLAN - LEVEL ONE PLAN

RESIDENTIAL UNITS



The building is broken into 3 primary facades along Roy street, two strong corners and a recessed middle. 
The middle section is then reduced again into three primary facades with an emphasized middle. Deep 
building recesses help de  ne the middle three part facade from the larger corner massing. The  nal e  ect is 
a Roy Street facade of  ve separate sections.

Along with the larger massing along Roy Street, The retail level is de  ned with a recessed footprint for a 
wider sidewalk, pedestrian scale, and overhead  weather protection. Additional modulation occurs to keep 
all storefronts within 30-60’ in length. These areas of additional modulation align with vertical elements of the 
facade for an overall coherent composition.

The building is pulled  close to public right of way for more of urban massing e  ect and has a linear public 
plaza that is supported by retail. A large residential courtyard space is on the North side of the building 
where it is used to reduce mass facing adjacent lower rise zone. This courtyard serves building residents 
and is not open to the public. Increased setbacks on 1st Ave NE and Warren allow for enhanced openspace 
and unit entries (  rst).

The Roy Street facade of the building is broken into 5 smaller facades with the use of setbacks and strong 
corner massing. Side faces are broken into two primary facades as well with the use of setbacks and corner 
massing.

The pattern of recessed verticals woven with horizontally emphasized balconies is used on all four facades 
of the building.

Full balconies are kept to the recessed portions of the facades and are ganged together to become a pattern 
element. Juliette balconies are used on the predominate simpler masses to reinforce their e  ect.

As a North facing courtyard scheme, signi  cant mass has been removed directly facing the adjacent low-rise 
zone. This includes stepping back the North half of the 1st Ave. NE facade and the Warren Street facade.

Ground level units are incorporated into the scheme



Retail on the Southwest corner of the building has generous overhead protection 
both along Roy Street and 1st Ave NE. A reduced building footprint allows for ample 
sidewalk area to help support activity for this area.

The building’s Roy Street facade is broken into 5 parts ensuring equal amounts of 
vertical and horizontal emphasis. Playful vertical insets are also incorporated into the 
facades.

The building has bookends of two strong masses that go close to the property line to 
emphasize the corners.

Facade modulation and varying parapet heights reduce the bulk of the upper building. 
Tall parapets help emphasize the corners.

Arcade has been eliminated from all schemes.

Sidewalk along Warren is signi  cantly o  set from the property line allowing generous 
sight triangles.



Along Roy, 1st, and Warren, the ground level footprint 
is stepped back providing a widened sidewalk. This 
provides an area to transition from the sidewalk proper 
and engage the retail options. Weather protection 
provided building overhang and canopies add to 
de  ne this transitional area between sidewalk and the 
indoor spaces with possibilities for outdoor seating and 
landscaping.

A stepped podium is used to help keep all retail spaces 
at grade with the sidewalk. 

The retail running along the length of Roy Street 
is broken into 4 smaller and  exible spaces. Retail 
frontage wrapped along both corners of Roy Street.



Because the courtyard 
space is provided on the 
North side of the building, 
Roy Street is provided with a 
linear open space plaza for 
usability and activity. Corner 
massing helps de  ne a 
central space, but there is no 
formal courtyard for  public 
use.





SITE PLAN - LEVEL ONE PLAN

RESIDENTIAL UNITS



The facades of scheme 5 are composed of primary masses that are further modulated akin to an art deco 
theme. Smaller massing on the centers and top help lend to this theme and re  ned architectural details 
further compliment the symmetrical theme.

In respecting the established urban patterns, the larger massing of the  Roy Street facade does modulate 
into three distinct smaller masses. The retail level is setback slightly from the main mass and overhead 
canopies to further de  ne the retail portion. In keeping with the symmetrical theme, the individual storefronts 
are modulated further as appropriate for small scale retail.

The code compliant scheme features a generous center courtyard along Roy Street where it will be able to 
take advantage of the most public tra   c.  Retail frontage activates the open space.

South facing courtyard breaks the Roy Street facade into two primary facades and a third facade relating as 
much to the courtyard as well as to Roy Street. Theses three primary facades are modulated further and the 
top two levels are terraced also reducing mass.

The symmetrical art deco theme is consistent on all four facades

The majority of the balconies used are Juliette as to not compete with the buildings massing. Full balconies 
are incorporated into the buildings’ theme as a design feature.

Use of brick for this scheme will be determined at future design reviews and is not related to massing.

The North facade is held back 10-12’ from the property line and is softened with the residential terrace and 
balconies. A greater modulation of massing occurs along 1st Ave NE and Warren to help transition from 
South to the Northern adjacent low-rise zone.

Ground level units are not provided in this scheme, as the west facade is pushed closerto street to allow for 
large central courtyard.



Arcade has been eliminated from all schemes.

Sidewalk along Warren is signi  cantly o  set from the property line allowing generous 
sight triangles.

Retail on the Southwest corner of the building is supported by a  generous wrap around 
overhead protection both along Roy Street and 1st Ave NE. A reduced building footprint 
along the South Portion of 1st Ave NE allows for ample sidewalk area to support activity 
in this area.

The art deco themed massing of scheme 5 makes use of vertical expression to help 
de  ne the building.

The South facing courtyard theme of the code compliant scheme creates two strong 
corner masses. The depth of the courtyard gives the appearance of two individual 
corner buildings.

Various parapet heights and parapet setbacks help modulate and shape the building’s 
roof line. Terracing of the upper levels along Roy Street also help reduce the bulk of the 
upper portion of the building.

A generous courtyard is provided along Roy Street
that supports gathering and other outdoor activities such 
as dining. Careful further development is required to keep 
this open space well associated with Roy Street due to its 
depth.



The retail along Roy Street is broken into 4 smaller  
and  exible spaces. A widened sidewalk along the 
Southern portions of 1Ave NE and Warren help 
support street corner retail. A courtyard scheme 
provides corner visibility situation for each of the 
retail spaces.

On either side of the courtyard, retail is brought close to 
the sidewalk along Roy Street. Both the Southwest and 
Southeast corners are provided with generous activity 
space created by the building setbacks. Both corners 
have full weather protection.

A stepped podium is used to help keep all retail spaces 
at grade with the sidewalk. 







SITE PLAN - LEVEL ONE PLAN

RESIDENTIAL UNITS



URBAN MASSING / TRANSITION

The Roy Street facade into 3 massings. These individual facades are modulated further by vertical elements. 
These larger urban massings are then lifted and “  oated” above a dynamic and well modulated retail level. 

The building’s feature courtyard is South facing, along Roy Street, for maximum public use. The courtyard is 
supported by retail on all three sides. 

The Roy Street facade of the building is broken into 3 facades of simple urban massing. The recessed 
center facade forms a center courtyard. Vertical elements help call out the corners of the two side massings. 
Along 1st Ave NE and Warren, the facades are split into a simple urban mass to the South and modulated 
massing to the North in response to the adjacent low-rise zone.

The facade composition of the preferred scheme is large urban massing combined with potions of smaller 
modulation. The larger massing portions are detailed with architectural “frames” and vertical elements for 
more re  nement. The combined e  ect of larger simpler massing with areas of greater modulation help 
overall reduce the perceived mass while responding to the di  erent characteristics of the project site.

The larger urban massing is used to emphasize the two corners of Roy Street. They are brought close to the 
property line and are further accentuated with vertical elements. Retail at street level wraps both corners.

The Roy Street facade is broken into three parts with a recessed center. These smaller masses provide 
more vertical edges. All smaller modulation elements (bays) and all balconies are vertically align for more 
vertical expression.

The Southwest corner is anchored with retail, has generous overhead protection, and is supported by a 
small plaza to attract and allow activity



The alternating combination of large simple masses set next to areas of high modulation is consistent on all 
4 facades of the project. Balconies and window bays are aligned vertically as a standard and an architectural 
“framing” both de  nes the di  erent masses and binds them together.

The arcade has been eliminated from all design schemes.

Sidewalk along Warren is signi  cantly o  set from the property line allowing generous 
sight triangles.

Along the East and West facades, the building 
transitions from larger urban massing facing 
Roy Street to greater modulation as it moves 
North towards the adjacent low-rise zone. The 
top two levels are terraced on the Northeast and 
Northwest corners, and the North facade is highly 
modulated.



The dynamic retail frontage is stepped back from the 
sidewalk providing a series of small plazas along Roy 
Street. The string of small plazas lead pedestrians into 
the central courtyard. Please see site diagram on page 
29.

A stepped podium is used to help keep all retail spaces 
in relationship with the sidewalk. 

The retail along Roy Street is broken 
into 6 small and  exible spaces, 
each with its own unique facade 
and plaza area along Roy Street. 
The retail located on the Southeast 
and Southwest corners is given a 
small plaza space to support activity 
and overhead weather protection is 
provided.
























